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4/23	   FOURTH	  DEBATE:	  The	  proper	  response	  to	  structural	  injustices	  in	  our	  society	  
is	  to	  reaffirm	  our	  commitment	  to	  modern	  liberal	  assumptions	  about	  justice.	  	  
 

 
Comments: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
	  
	  
	  
	  

 (4) 
Exemplary  

(3) 
Proficient  

(2) 
Developing 

(1) 
Emerging 

Participation. Contributed to the 
success of the debate by  

    

preparing outside of class,     
making prepared speeches, and     
responding spontaneously to 
questions and challenges. 

    

Persuasiveness. Presented 
convincing and well-organized 
arguments by  

    

articulating a clear, concise, and 
compelling claim,  

    

supporting the claim with ample 
evidence from our readings,  

    

and reiterating the claim in the 
conclusion of the debate. 

    

Appropriateness.  Spoke and acted 
in a suitable manner by  

    

demonstrating a clear 
understanding of topic,  

    

addressing pertinent issues with 
suitable language and decorum,  

    

conveying an appreciation of and 
respect for the audience. 

    

Delivery. Showed confidence and 
preparation through  

    

body language,      
vocal inflection,      
eye contact,     
and sincerity or “ownership” of 
the argument. 
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